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Abstract
This paper is devoted to studies of the mechanical response of an atomically blunted cavity uncovered and covered
by copper atoms by means 3D molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The cavity is loaded uni-axially in tension
mode I. Our question is how the copper atoms influence the ductile-brittle behavior at the crack front of the blunted
cavity in comparison with the blunted cavity in pure bcc iron. We show that the dislocation emission is easier in
the Fe–Cu system in comparison with pure bcc iron. However, stability of the blunted cavities seems to be weaker
in copper region than in pure bcc iron.
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1. Introduction
Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation is a valuable tool in material science since it provides
information on the micromechanics and kinetics of failure in materials, which is often not accessible from experiments. Much attention has been devoted to bcc (body centered cubic) iron
and Fe–Cu system, both in experiments (see e.g. [9, 15, 16, 17, 19]) and theoretical studies
[1, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 18] because of their importance in structural steel applications, including
older reactor ferritic steels. While older experimental observations in the model Fe–Cu dilute alloys brought information concerning bcc Cu nano-particles [17, 19], recent experimental
findings show [15] that vacancy-Cu complexes formed by irradiation aggregate into nano-voids
where inner surface of the nano–voids is covered by Cu atoms.
Unlike our previous 3D crack simulations [7, 14, 18] where narrow cracks in bcc iron and
in Fe–Cu system were studied by means of MD simulations, this paper is devoted to studies
of the mechanical response of an atomically blunted cavity uncovered and covered by copper
atoms, which was observed in mentioned experiments [15]. Our question is how the copper
atoms influence the ductile-brittle behavior at the crack front in comparison with pure bcc iron.
The paper shows that the dislocation emission is easier in the Fe–Cu system in comparison
with pure bcc iron. However, stability of the blunted cavities seems to be weaker in copper
region than in pure bcc iron.
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2. MD simulations
Similar to [18], the bcc iron crystal has basic cubic orientation {100} and we use our MD
code for parallel processing with Message Passing Interface. Interatomic interactions in bcc
iron and in Fe–Cu system are described using semi-empirical many-body potentials presented
in [1] that are based on tight binding model from quantum mechanics. We consider a preexisting central Griffith (through) cavity loaded in tension mode I. The cavity was introduced
by removing part of atoms in 3 planes, so its initial blunting corresponds to 2 a0 , where a0 =
2.866 5 Å is the lattice parameter of bcc iron. The cavity is relatively long, its half crack length
is l0 = 100a0. The crystal consist of 1999 planes in the x = [100] direction of the potential
crack extension (width W), 99 planes along the crack front in the y = [010] direction (thickness
B) and 1999 planes in the z = [001] direction (length L) of loading. The crystal contains
about 100 million of atoms (more precisely, the number of atoms is N = 98 921 249). Since
the interatomic potentials are short ranged, the cavity surfaces perpendicular to z-axis are free
of forces. While inside the perfect unloaded lattice the resulting forces at individual atoms
are zero, there are unresolved forces at free surfaces of the sample due to missing interatomic
bonds. Therefore, surface relaxation was performed before loading to avoid its influence on
crack tip processes.
Copper atoms are initially set on bcc iron lattice. It recalls internal stress in copper region
since the lattice parameter in bcc copper is larger [1] than in bcc iron. The relaxation mentioned
above decreases also the internal stress in copper region, which was studied in detail for the
basic cubic orientation in [13].
Newtonian equations of motion for the individual atoms have been solved by a central difference method using time integration step h = 1 × 10−14 s. The samples were loaded symmetrically in the 001 directions by prescribing external forces distributed homogeneously at individual atoms lying on the lower and upper surface layer. Each time step t = nh we monitored
the total number of existing interactions and global energy balance in the system. The crystal was loaded by external forces gradually (linearly), according to the scheme for 0 K in [18,
fig. 2] with loading rate 0.014 GPa/ps. Initial atomic velocities in simulations were zero and the
further thermal atomic motion was not controlled, i.e. during loading no atomic velocities are
prescribed and our computer experiments after loading represent low temperature simulations
with low total kinetic energy in the system.
Three different configurations were studied without any periodic boundary conditions:
i) the blunted cavity in pure bcc iron; ii) the blunted cavity covered by six copper layers;
iii) the blunted cavity covered by two layers of copper atoms. These studies represent free
3D simulations.
In the fourth configuration, left corner of the cavity along the crack front was covered
by a small Cu inclusion (of the area 8 × 8 atoms) and these simulations utilized a periodic
boundary condition in the x-direction. Here, the total number of atoms is somewhat different,
N = 98 921 249.
The crack tip processes in 3D are visualized along the crack front, i.e. in the atomic planes of
the type (010), perpendicular to the crack front. It enabled 3D graphic output files representing
a detail at the crack front with atomic coordinates, saved at prescribed time steps for further
analysis. These files were relatively small due to a large memory and space requirements in
further graphic treatments of the results. To recognize the slip patterns coming from the different
slip planes, we also performed “block like shear” (BLS) simulations in 3D perfect bcc iron
crystals.
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3. Results and Discussions
We present results by means of details only at the left corner of the cavity since situation at the
right corner is similar.
Each bond breakage or dislocation emission or etc. in the system leads to the stress relaxation at the crack front, which causes acoustic emission of the stress waves propagating in
all directions toward free sample surfaces where the waves are reflected back to the interior of
the crystal and may influence the situation at cavity region. Our 3D simulations after the first
microscopic event are influenced soon by the back reflections due to small sample thickness B
(after 90h). As to lateral back reflections (along length L), the fastest longitudinal waves in
the 001 directions (CL = 5 550 m/s) in our relatively large samples requires 5 164 time steps
for the back stress wave reflections in the direction of loading, while 4648 time steps in the
direction of potential crack extension (along width W). We are trying to present results that are
not influenced by the lateral back wave reflections after dislocation emission or bond breakage
at the crack front. Note that the back wave reflections influence the situation also in fracture
experiments, but their influence is less intensive than in free 3D atomistic simulations. Here
we are focused on comparison of 3D atomistic results in pure bcc iron and in Fe–Cu system.
Since the atomistic samples have the same geometry in both cases, the most important influence
on different behavior in the two systems plays the wave reflections from the Fe–Cu interfaces,
which cannot be avoided, similar to scattering of the loading waves at the free cavity surfaces.
3.1. Blunted cavity in pure bcc iron
Fig. 1 shows the atomic configuration in the unloaded stage on two surface layers (distinguished
by two different color atoms) where plane stress conditions must be fulfilled. In the middle of
our thin crystal the stress state is neither plane strain nor plane stress but something between,
with prevailing plane strain at the crack front. The Griffith stress needed for cleavage growth
of our cavity corresponds to values σG = 2.72 GPa for plane strain and σG = 2.64 GPa for
plane stress conditions, as follows from the analysis presented in [18]. The lower Griffith level
is reached at the loaded borders at time step 18 857h while at the plane placed in the middle
of the crystal it is later due to flight time correction for the longitudinal loading waves, which
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Fig. 1. Initial cavity blunting in pure bcc iron, a detail at left cavity corner
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the inclined slip system 111{101} a) and 111{112} b) at the crack front

corresponds to 2 582h [18]. It means that the critical stress concentration for cleavage in the
middle of the crystal can be reached at time step by about 21 439h. Unlike [18], we did not
observe brittle crack initiation in pure bcc iron in the present simulation with the atomically
blunted cavity shown in fig. 1. It can be explained by the fact that a larger blunting decreases
the stress concentration at the crack front. According to isotropic Goodier’s continuum solution,
presented e.g. in [4], it depends on the ratio of the initial half crack opening versus half crack
length. This ratio in [18] corresponds to c0 /l0 = 1/200, while here (see fig. 1) it is c0 /l0 =
1/100. The larger blunting in the present paper decreases the concentration of the normal
stress component at the crack front by a factor 2 according to Goodier’s solution. More precise
anisotropic solution by Savin [21] for our crystal orientation is presented in [22]. We observed
the beginning of slip processes at time step 24 000 at the lower corner of our blunted cavity on
free surface perpendicular to the crack front, which was identified as a dislocation emission on
the inclined slip plane {101} by means of BLS simulation mentioned above. This slip system
is schematically shown in fig. 2a. It is visible that the 111{101} slip system is inclined at
the angle 45◦ with respect to the x = [100] direction. The second available but oblique slip
system 111{112} is shown in fig. 2b. Note that the inclined slip systems contain the crack
front, while the oblique slip systems intersect the crack front. As mentioned already in [18],
these two slip systems have larger Schmid factor than the third possible slip system {123} in
bcc iron. Particularly in case of a perfect crystal with our orientation, the nominal shear stresses
acting in the individual slip systems are:
111{110} : τ = 0.41σA ,
111{112} : τ = 0.47σA ,
111{123} : τ = 0.15σA .
In comparison with a perfect crystal where validity of the Schmid law is expected, the presence of a crack or cavity causes stress intensification at the crack front (including the shear
stress) as discussed in detail in [18]. The slip processes in [18] start by emission of dislocations
in the 111{101} from the corner where the crack penetrates the free sample surfaces since
the stress state here is more favorable than in the middle of the crystal [18]. It is in a qualitative
agreement with the presented results. However, cross slip of the dislocations to 111{112}
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a)

b)

Fig. 3. Detail of the atomic configuration at the left corner of the cavity in pure bcc iron at time step
24 500h; a) dislocation emission in the 111{101} inclined slip systems, the first two surface layers;
b) situation in the layers 43–44 near the middle of the crystal

slip systems was monitored later in [18]. Here, until time step 25 000 when the simulation
was terminated, the slip patterns from the 111{112} slip system at the blunted cavity were
not observed. We observed only the patterns from the inclined slip systems 111{101} which
illustrates fig. 3 at time step 24 500 where symmetric atomic configuration at the crystal surface (fig. 3a) and near the middle of the crystal (fig. 3b, layer 43–44) are shown under higher
applied stress σA = 3.429 GPa. The slip patterns in fig. 3a containing three black and white
atoms and starting from the cavity corners come from the double emission of dislocations on
the 111{101} slip systems, which follows from BLS simulations. These patterns disappear
in the middle of the crystal since the dislocations emitted from the free surface perpendicular
to the crack front may finish at the free cavity surface along the crack front, similar to what is
illustrated in [18, fig. 9]. While the cavity in fig. 3a is blunted and stable due to dislocation
emission, certain structural changes in front of the cavity are visible in the middle of fig. 3b,
leading to a possibility of small crack deflections at the corners after the plastic deformation
described above. Such a small crack deflection is observed in the middle of the crystal. Dislocation emission on {101} planes occurs first, since the stress barrier for dislocation generation
on {101} planes τc = 14.5 GPa is smaller [18] than τc = 16.3 GPa on {112} slip planes.
This barrier can still be decreased due to the presence of the so-called T-stress acting parallel to
crack plane similar to stress component σxx . For a narrow cavity and our basic cubic orientation
T = Re(µ1 µ2 )σA , where Re(µ1 µ2 ) ∼ −1 [22], similar to isotropic continuum. By Rice [20],
it may decrease the stress barrier according to a simple interchange τc → τc + T sin θ cos θ.
In our case, the angular function occurring in the later relation should be replaced by Schmid
factor for the 111{101} slip system viewed in fig. 2a. It gives an estimate
111{101} : τc = 14.5 GPa − 0.41σA .
Note that the stress barriers given above correspond to a generation of straight edge dislocations in BLS simulations. In free 3D simulations, curved dislocations (see e.g. [18] or [7])
of mixed type (with screw and edge components) are emitted since they have lower net strain
energy. It again decreases the stress barrier for dislocation generation in 3D.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4. a) 3D-detail of the initial configuration at the left corner. b) Detail of atomic configuration in the
middle of the crystal, time step 19 200h

In comparison with the results in [18] for 0 K and the narrow crack, in this study with the initially blunted cavity (fig. 1) under the same loading conditions, we detected the brittle→ductile
transition caused by the initial blunting. The blunted cavity in fig. 3 is stable at the applied
stress σA ∼ 1.3 σG , significantly above the Griffith level for plane stress. According to isotropic
continuum predictions presented in [2, 5] this ductile behavior is theoretically possible in bcc
iron at 0 K. The prediction in [5] is based on Peierls-Nabarro model and it depends on several
dimensionless parameters e.g. γus /2γs , ρ/c0 = c0 /l0 and the angle θ . Here, γus = 0.992 4 J/m2
is the unstable stacking fault energy describing the energy barrier for dislocation generation in
the slip system 111{101}, 2γs = 3.624 J/m2 is the surface formation energy [12] needed for
cleavage between the {001} planes. The parameters γus /2γs = 0.274 and θ = 45◦ are the same
for this study and the paper [18]. The parameter c0 /l0 is different: in [18] it is c0 /l0 = 0.005,
here it is c0 /l0 = 0.01. It lies close to the borders for the brittle→ductile transition predicted
in [5, fig. 8]. The different (more simple) prediction [2] predicts brittle behavior at sharp cracks
in bcc iron, while ductile behavior for significantly blunted cavities in bcc iron and so, the
agreement or disagreement with the continuum isotropic predictions cannot be decided. More
precise analysis requires include into continuum models [2, 5] the effects given by anisotropy,
T-stress and normal relaxation in the slip system [3] (which is accessible only at UCSB).
3.2. Blunted cavity covered by a thick film of copper atoms
Detail from the initial 3D configuration at the left corner is shown in fig. 4a, where the iron
atoms are shown by black color and copper atoms by gray color. After loading, a small crack
deflection in the middle of the crystal occurred already at time step 19 200 (fig. 4b) when the
applied stress corresponded to σA = 2.687 GPa, which is about 1.02 σG . It happened probably
after an attempt to emit dislocation from the upper cavity surface into 111{101} slip systems,
as the pairs of yellow and green copper atoms indicate at the upper corner. Dislocation emission
in 111{101} slip systems started from free sample surface between time steps 19 600–19 700.
In comparison with the cavity in pure bcc iron, the cavity covered a thick film of copper atoms
is less stable. The reason of the asymmetry in fig. 4b is uncertain. It could be caused by the fact
that the bcc copper with the used potential from [1] is metastable and dislocation generation
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a)

b)

Fig. 5. Dislocations at the left corner of the cavity covered by a thin film of copper atoms at time step
20 900h; a) symmetric dislocation emission in the inclined slip systems 111{101} on the first two
surfaces layers; b) dislocations on the oblique slip planes 112 at the upper corner of the cavity in the
middle of the crystal (layers 49–50)

may recall their structural instability, especially at a corner with higher stress concentration. It
was observed also in 2D simulations presented in [19] and in 3D simulations [14] with different
crack orientation. The second possibility for the asymmetry is different level of the residual
stress at the corners after surface relaxation. Note that at time step 24 500 (comparable with
pure bcc iron in fig. 3), the atomic structure in front of the crack front in this Fe–Cu system is
more damaged and an asymmetric crack deflection is monitored. This situation can be already
influenced by the back stress wave reflections and by absorption of the energy in the system via
random thermal atomic motion, which is possible in nonlinear atomistic force models as in our
case, unlike harmonic models with parabolic potentials that lead to linear force model and do
not enable spontaneous thermal expansion and absorption in the atomic lattice.
3.3. Blunted cavity covered by a thin film of copper atoms
In this case the dislocation emission in the 111{101} inclined slip systems was monitored at
the crystal surface already at time step 19 800, unlike pure bcc iron where no traces of dislocation emission were detected at the same time step. Detail from atomic configuration on the
surface and in the middle of the crystal is shown in fig. 5a and fig. 5b at time step 20 900 when
σA = 2.925 GPa which corresponds to about 1.1 σG . While on the crystal surface (fig. 5a)
one may see symmetric slip patterns coming from dislocation emission in the 111{101} slip
system, in the middle of the crystal at the upper corner one can see slip patterns (with empty
atomic positions) coming from the slip of a dislocation on the oblique {112} planes. Again,
these patterns have been identified by means of BLS simulations in a small 3D iron crystal.
As discussed in detail in [18], these patterns can arise after cross slip of screw dislocation from
a {101} plane to a {112} plane (see [18, fig. 9]) or by direct dislocation emission from the crack
front in the oblique 111{112} slip system. Our output graphic files are too small in comparison with [18] to decide this question (arrival or emission of the dislocation). Nevertheless, it
is well visible in fig. 5 that dislocation emission in the inclined slip systems 111{101} leads
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a)

b)

Fig. 6. Detail from the atomic configuration at the Cu nano-inclusion at the left cavity corner in the
middle of the crystal (layers 49–50) at time step a) 22 400h, b) 24 500h

to cavity blunting and its stability (fig. 5a), while an arrival or emission of dislocations from
the oblique slip systems 111{112} (see fig. 2b) create a small jog in the crack front in fig. 5b.
It was observed also in pure bcc iron in [18]. At time step 24 500 the structure in front of the
cavity is more damaged after plastic deformation both from the {101} and {112} slip planes
but the cavity is stable, similar to bcc iron.
3.4. Cu nano-inclusion along the crack front
In this case plastic deformation started again via dislocation emission on the inclined {101}
planes from the free sample surface about at time step 22 900, which corresponds to σA =
3.206 GPa. It is below the applied stress needed for dislocation emission in pure bcc iron.
Before it, already time step 22 400 (fig. 6a) and σA = 3.136 GPa, the possibility of crack deflections is monitored in the middle of the crystal, probably after an attempt to emit dislocation.
The situation at time step 24 500 (comparable with pure bcc iron) in the middle of the crystal
is shown in fig. 6b where also slip patterns from the oblique slip systems 111{112} at the
cavity corners and in front of the cavity are visible. The structure in front of the cavity is more
damaged after plastic deformation than in pure bcc iron, but the cavity is still stable similar as in
pure bcc iron. Crack deflections in at the corners (fig. 6b) and damage in copper are caused by
the emission of dislocations from the oblique slip systems 111{112} after the jog formation
mentioned above.
The all presented results show that dislocation emission is easier in the Fe–Cu system in
comparison with pure bcc iron since the energy needed for dislocation emission in bcc copper
is lower [14] than in bcc iron. However, the stability of the blunted cavities in Fe–Cu systems seems to be weaker in copper region than in pure bcc iron, which could be related to the
metastable character of bcc copper, which is discussed in [1] and [14].
Presented results are in a qualitative agreement with the results in [14], where the interaction of Cu nano-particles with a narrow crack in iron crystals of different orientation was
investigated.
As follows from MD simulations [8, 10, 14], hindering of dislocations by Cu nanoprecipitate
can contribute to hardening and embrittlement in dilute Fe–Cu alloys which is in agreement with
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experiments presented e.g. in [8, 19]. Damage at the blunted cavities covered by copper atoms
presented here causes re-distribution of stress concentration which may leads to nucleation of
new cracks at the cavities and contribute also to copper embrittlement observed in fracture
experiments [6] with irradiated ferritic older reactor steels.
4. Summary
Our MD simulations show that the initially blunted cavity (001)[010] in pure bcc iron at temperature of 0 K is stable after dislocation emission in the inclined systems 111{101}. Just
a small crack deflection after the plastic deformation is observed in the middle of the crystal,
well above Griffith level of loading. This ductile behavior is different from our previous 3D
simulations [7, 14, 18] with the narrow cavity embedded in the crystal (of the same geometry
and orientation) under the same loading conditions at 0 K, where brittle crack initiation was
monitored. It indicates that the brittle→ductile transition can be recalled in bcc iron also at
0 K due to an initial crack blunting, which is theoretically possible also according to continuum
predictions.
All the presented results show that the dislocation emission is easier in the Fe–Cu system in
comparison with pure bcc iron since the energy needed for dislocation emission in bcc copper is
lower than in bcc iron. Here, slip processes are observed both on the inclined {101} planes and
as well on the oblique {112} planes, unlike pure bcc iron. However, stability of the blunted cavities in Fe–Cu systems seems to be weaker in copper region than in pure bcc iron, which could
be related to metastable character of bcc copper. Presented results are in a qualitative agreement
with our previous MD results, where interaction of Cu nano-particles with an atomically sharp
crack (−110)[110] in iron crystals of different orientation was investigated.
The results presented here may contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms leading to copper embrittlement observed in fracture experiments with irradiated ferritic older reactor steels.
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